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The /oi/ Sound
Part A
The /oi/ sound can be written as ‘oi’ or ‘oy’. 

1. Underline the /oi/ sound in each of the words in the word bank.

2. Choose the right word from the word bank to write into each of the  
sentences below.

Example: It was always a joy to dig in the garden.

a.  Peter Rabbit is the only     in the family.

b. Mr. McGregor heard a      calling his name.

c. Mopsy lost her favourite      down the lane.

d. I      reading books by Beatrix Potter.

e. Peter saw a worm wriggling in the       .

f. Peter had not wanted to      his new jacket.

g. Peter saw a shiny      on the pathway.

Word Bank

joy         spoil       soil      boy      noise    boil  enjoy join    coin    voice   toy

oi

coin

oy

boy
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h. Peter wished he had decided to      his sisters,  
blackberry picking.

i.  Mrs. Rabbit took care to          all the ingredients when  
cooking soup.

j. Peter heard a clattering     coming from the tool-shed.

3.  Can you write a sentence containing the word ‘choice’?
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Part B
The /oi/ sound can be written as ‘oi’ or ‘oy’.

Write your own sentence for each of the words below. If you can, try to link 
some of your sentences to ‘The Tale of Peter Rabbit’. 

Example: Mr. McGregor’s joints sometimes felt stiff, so he had to take a break 
from digging.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The /oi/ Sound

oi

coin

oy

boy

Word Bank

joints            destroy            boisterous appointment      loyal tortoise

joyfully avoid toilet annoyed disappointed
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Can you think of any other words with the /oi/ sound? Can you use any of 
them in a sentence?

 

 

 

Challenge Task
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The /oi/ Sound Answers
Part A

1. Underline the /oi/ sound in each of the words in the word bank.
joy   spoil    soil   boy   noise    boil  enjoy  join     coin     voice    toy

2. Choose the right word from the word bank to write into each of the sentences below.

a. Peter Rabbit is the only boy in the family.

b. Mr. McGregor heard a voice calling his name.

c.    Mopsy lost her favourite toy down the lane.

d. I enjoy reading books by Beatrix Potter.

e.   Peter saw a worm wriggling in the soil.

f.   Peter had not wanted to spoil his new jacket.

g. Peter saw a shiny coin on the pathway.

h. Peter wished he had decided to join his sisters, blackberry picking.

i.   Mrs. Rabbit took care to boil all the ingredients when cooking soup.

j.   Peter heard a clattering noise coming from the tool-shed.

3. Can you write a sentence containing the word ‘choice’?
Example answer: Peter made a bad choice when he entered the garden. 

Part B
Example answers:

Mr. McGregor wanted to destroy any animal that tried to steal his vegetables.

Peter was the most boisterous member of the family.

Mrs. McGregor sometimes helped in the garden but today she had an appointment.

Peter was not very loyal to his mother when he broke her rules.

Peter saw a tortoise hiding under a bush.

The sparrows sang joyfully when Peter escaped.

Peter wanted to avoid being caught.

He needed to go to the toilet, so he went behind a cabbage plant.

Peter was annoyed with himself for losing his way.

Peter was disappointed that the day had not turned out as planned. 

Example answers:
foil, royal, boiler, point, turquoise, moisture, oil, employ.

Mrs. Rabbit used foil to keep the food fresh.

Challenge Task


